Natural Products Genomics: A novel approach for the discovery of anti-cancer therapeutics.
Plants continue to retain some advantages over combinatorial chemistry as sources of novel compounds, for example, they can generate metabolites with a complexity beyond synthetic chemistry. However, this comes with its own problems in production and synthetic modification of these compounds. Natural Products Genomics (NPG) aims to access the plants own genomic capacity to increase yields, and modify complex bioactive metabolites, to alleviate these limitations. NPG uses a combination of gain of function mutagenesis and selection to a) mimic the evolution of novel compounds in plants, and b) to increase yields of known bioactive metabolites. This process is performed rapidly at the cell culture level in large populations of mutants. Two examples demonstrating proof of concept in Nicotiana tabacum (tobacco) and proof of application in the medicinal plant species Catharanthus roseus, are included to illustrate the feasibility of this approach. This biotechnology platform may alter the way in which plant drug discovery is perceived by the pharmaceutical industry, and provides an alternative to combinatorial chemistry for the discovery, modification and production of highly complex bioactive molecules.